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As a student of both the Kennedy brothers’ assassinations and 9/11 this writer was able to
interview very interesting researchers on these topics. Ed Curtin and James DeEugenio have
been very astute as  to  the former.  They joined my radio  show in  the past  and shed
important light on what really most likely went down in Dallas and in Los Angeles. Recently I
interviewed 9/11 Truth activist Phil Restino on the takedown of the Twin Towers, the ‘hole’ in
the Pentagon and the suspected ‘shoot down’ of the 4th plane in Pennsylvania on that tragic
day.

As with the JFK and RFK murders, 9/11 investigations by independent researchers paint a
most macabre picture.

To  go  over  the  literal  piles  of  facts  that  the  ‘Made  for  Propaganda  official  commission’
refused to discuss and evaluate is mind boggling! Let’s just leave that basket of information
to those like Restino in the 9/11 Truth movement. I just wish to list a few of what I will call 
coincidences of the goings on of that Tuesday in September, 2001:

Amazing on the very day that (supposedly) Osama Bin Laden‘s group of men took over
those four planes and piloted three of them into those buildings, NORAD (North America
Aerospace Defense Command) along with the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) were
conducting war games. They called this ‘Operation Vigilant Guardian’ and it was a war game
using, are you ready for this, FAKE COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE HIJACKINGS! This was a highly
secret war game that no one in the news media or general public was allowed to know
about.  Imagine, if  our enemies knew in advance of this war game, maybe they would
actually use it as cover for real hijackings. Oh, isn’t that what happened? What a ****
coincidence!

On that  very morning of  September 11,  2001 Junior  Bush was scheduled to be at  an
elementary school in Sarasota Florida to visit with a class, and read to them. On his way into
the building Junior Bush got word that the first plane crashed into one of the towers. He was
heard to say ‘They should check that pilot’s license’ or something of that nature. He then sat
in the classroom with the kids, on a visit that was highly pre publicized. Translated, any ‘evil
doers’ could know that the president of the USA was going to be there at that time. Why is
that important? Well, when the news of the 2nd plane going into the 2nd tower was relayed
to Junior’s staff, his chief of staff, Andrew Card, is seen walking over to Junior and whispering
it  into his  ear.  Junior  is  seen sitting there and then continues to read to the kids for
anywhere from seven minutes on. The exact time is not as important as this:  In Clint
Eastwood’s 1993 film ‘In the Line of Fire’ the Secret Service is on the lookout for a possible
assassin.  At a function the president is attending, as he is speaking to the assembled
guests,  a balloon pops. All  hell  breaks loose as the Secret Service literally pushes the
president the hell  out of  the building. On 9/11 2001 they just stand by and let Junior
continue, and then rush him out. Why?
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On that terrible day, before the dastardly deed was done, traffic controllers had four planes
out there, with two approaching NY city airspace, that were not responding. When the
powers that be were notified of this, and we had McGuire AFB just 72 miles from NYC. Yet,
they had interceptor jets leave from Otis AFB in Massachusetts, which is 190 miles away, IF
they do a circle route. Why? Well, they failed to arrive in time. When the 3rd plane was
missing and not responding, the one that (supposedly) fit that jumbo jet cone through that
small hole in the Pentagon, why was it allowed to do its dastardly deed? Washington DC is
the most fortified city in the world, with missile batteries surrounding the city, and Andrews
AFB right nearby. Yet, they just allowed the rogue plane to continue on its course heading
right in.

Read the many great books and watch the many great documentaries on the 9/11 scam as I
refer to it.

Just go to 9/11 Truth.org and check out the myriad of investigative work done by an literal
army of dedicated people.

Listen to my interview with Phil Restino on our website ‘ It’s the Empire… stupid!’ which will
be online shortly.

Big lie

A big lie is a propaganda technique. The expression was coined by Adolf Hitler, when he
dictated his 1925 book Mein Kampf, about the use of a lie so “colossal” that no one would
believe that someone “could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously”.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Philip A Farruggio is a contributing editor for The Greanville Post. He is also frequently
posted on Global Research, Nation of Change, Countercurrents.org, and Off Guardian sites.
He is the son and grandson of Brooklyn NYC longshoremen and a graduate of Brooklyn
College, class of 1974. Since the 2000 election debacle Philip has written over 400 columns
on the Military Industrial Empire and other facets of life in an upside down America. He is
also host of the ‘It’s the Empire… Stupid‘ radio show, co produced by Chuck Gregory. Philip
can be reached at paf1222@bellsouth.net  
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